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word of different parts or syllables over and over without
locating the error is to waste time, to diffuse attention
instead of concentrating it at the critical point. It is
sometimes enough to separate out a syllable, but often
a part of a syllable will require elimination, as in the
<sch' of 'school' or the <sj at the end of 'birds', or
the <aj in 'calf.	< *
(e) In giving this * sound J drill a useful procedure is
for the teacher first to utter the sound carefully himself,
contrasting it if necessary with the vernacular sound with
which it is confused, and then to single out one of the
better pupils to imitate him, and then one of the worse
pupils, before practising it in small sections or the whole
class.3 Here, as in all use of simultaneous speaking, the
habit must be cultivated of hearing the individual as well
as the group, of detecting any errors made by individual
pupils.
(/) Besides exercises in isolated sound production
and in mastering difficult words, practice is also required
in uttering complete sentences at ordinary English sfieed*
In this the teacher has to attend to the run of words
together, the way, that is, in which in English speaking
the sounds of words join up or flow over from one word to
the next, and secondly to that of the tone of voice or the
foreign habit known as intonation. Success here clearly
depends upon the teacher's accuracy of usage, whether in
sentence articulation or in sentence intonation, and little
can be said here of service to a teacher unaccustomed to
attend to pronunciation niceties, skill in detecting which
and in using that knowledge to advantage in teaching a
language is best attained through systematic phonetic
training*
Need for Ear-training
Nevertheless a teacher with a good ear and an accurate
pronunciation of English can help his pupils to acquire
the same by making them mimic his own articulation and
intonation, and memorize sentences successfully mimicked.
1 Professor H. E. Palmer (The Principles of Language Study,
p.  23)   would   have  chorus   precede, individual   practice.    The
important thing is that each pupil should be sure of the sound he
ixas to imitate before all are called upon to imitate it.	;
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